
Questions: 

Q: The grant requires 12pt font. The application summary form provided is actually 11pt 
font. I didn’t want to adjust the whole form (or just my write ins) since that was your 
form. But wanted to clarify if I should. Answer: For the narrative, please use 12 pt font.  
For the attachments, 11 is fine.   

Q: The whole grant should be in our letter head correct? Answer: The only thing that 
needs to be on letterhead is the attachments that specify, others are fine on blank 
paper. 

Q: Do I leave “Attachment…” on the headers or can I remove and just have titles like 
“Application Summary” Answer: Please keep attachments in the sections so we can 
organize them better, but if you need space, feel free to shrink the text size. 

If I partner with another agency, in the budget they would go in under consultant? And 
do I need anything formal to send with the grant? Answer: Partner agencies can go 
under contractors, and no formal agreement at time of submission, but if you’re 
awarded, we’ll want to see your MOU.   

Q: Regarding the “Service Area of Program”, does this refer the population to be served 
or the program type? Answer: This should be the physical service area (Clark County)  

Q: I am reviewing the packet and I don’t see an ATTACHMENT C…could you tell me 
where I can locate it? Answer: There is no physical “Attachment C” Attachment C is the 
narrative portion of your grant application that you will create yourself and attach as 
Attachment C 

Q: Do I need to say yes for the “New Applicant” question? Answer: If you have never 
received funding from PACT than yes you are a new applicant, if you are receiving or 
have received funding from PACT you are NOT a new applicant.  

Q: I see the PACT Priorities for 2019-2020 on page 3 of the application. Where can the 
PACT priority strategies be found? Answer: It is up to you to choose your strategies that 
you see fit best to work the population that you serve. Just make sure that you use an 
evidenced-based program. 

Q: Are “prevent the onset of childhood and underage drinking and drug use’ and ‘reduce 
the progression of substance abuse’ two separate priorities? Answer: Prevent the onset 
means that you are preventing it from starting. Prevent the progression of means that 
the first use has already taken place and you are trying to prevent any further use or 
regular use. 

Q: We downloaded attachment E and there isn’t a section for programming. Are we 
missing anything? Answer: The attachment E is for the breakdown of your budget and 
expenses. The programing information goes on the SOW attachment (Attachment H). 

Q: How do we apply for prevention certification if we are not currently certified?  



reach out to Raul at SAPTA Raul Martinez: ramartinez@health.nv.gov 

Request prevention provider application 

Review to make sure you’ll be able to comply with requirements 

Show 1st page of application as your attachment 

Once funded, submit application ASAP 

You will not be able to submit for reimbursements until your certification has been 
completed  

Do not pay $100 fee. 

***Please note that it is important to make sure that your programs that you are looking 
to use with this funding are evidenced-based for substance use prevention. 


